
True Wireless Stereo 
Headset OnGo 10 ANC

Have you already tried true wireless earphones? There is a chance you won’t look 
back with Canyon OnGo 10 earbuds. With the energy-efficient BT 5.3, they offer long 
playtime and stable connection to your device even if you’re not close.



Perfect for music and calls thanks to four microphones: active noise canceling 
ensures you hear what you want to hear. Besides, it is activated automatically in-call.

OnGo 10 earbuds are controlled by touch and have a voice assistant to inform you 
about the status of your earphones.



The case supports Quick Charge technology. You can get a full charge for your 
earphones in just 50 minutes.



Elegant and ergonomic, these TWS earphones do look great in any color: rich gray, 
deep purple, or beige. We added earcaps in three sizes to make the fit ideal for you.

Pick one today and bring joy to your ears!
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Flawless Sound

OnGo 10 provides full-fledged 
stereo audio at all times. Enjoy 
music, listen to podcasts and 
audiobooks, make calls – all that 
with the perfect sound quality.



Let’s Talk

Thanks to Environmental noise cancellation 
function, these Canyon earphones ensure the 
clarity of sound and speech, making them an 
excellent choice for calls and meetings.



Active Noise Suppression

Four microphones are used to suppress 
surrounding noise and enhance your 
speech. Hear sounds, not noises.



Touch Control

Use intuitive touch-sensitive surfaces 
to control playback, answer calls, and 
toggle the transparency mode.



Quick Charge

With 80mA QC capabilities, your 
earbuds will recharge in no time. 
It takes only 50 minutes till the 
full charge!



Beautiful Colors

Available in beige, deep purple and 
rich gray. Bring some style into this 
world!



Stable Connection

BT 5.3 guarantees stable connectivity 
and long range while being energy-
effective. Also, the latest protocol 
provides low latency and up to 10 
meters of range.


